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The application of chaotic dynamics to signal processing tasks
stems from the realization that its complex behaviors become
tractable when observed from a statistical perspective. Here we il-
lustratethevalidityofthisstatementbyconsideringtwonoteworthy
problems—namely, the synthesis of high-electromagnetic compat-
ibility clock signals and the generation of spreading sequences
for direct-sequence code-division comunication systems, and by
showing how the statistical approach to discrete-time chaotic
systems can be applied to find their optimal solution. To this aim,
we first review the basic mathematical tools both intuitively and
formally; we consider the Perron–Frobenius operator, its spectral
decomposition and its tie to the correlation properties of chaotic
sequences. Then, by leveraging on the modeling/approximation
of chaotic systems through Markov chains, we introduce a ma-
trix/tensor-based framework where statistical indicators such as
high-order correlations can be quantified. We underline how, for
many particular cases, the proposed analysis tools can be reversed
into synthesis methodologies and we use them to tackle the two
above mentioned problems. In both cases, experimental evidence
shows that the availability of statistical tools enables the design
of chaos-based systems which favorably compare with analogous
nonchaos-based counterparts.
Keywords—Chaos-based CDMA, chaos-based EMC, chaotic
systems, correlations, Markov processes, quantized processes,
statistical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, it has become possible to directly approach the
study of chaotic systems and to employ their potential in
several common signal processing tasks. One of the reasons
of this phenomenon is the increasing awareness that chaotic
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systems enjoy a mixed deterministic/stochastic nature and to
the consequent adoption of statistical tools for their analysis
(see, f.i., [1]). Statistical methodologies help clarify that the
fieldswhicharemostlikelytobenefitfromchaos-basedtech-
niques are those where systems are already best described
through expected behaviors. Additionally, they enable the
development of quantitative models, which link the chaotic
system structure with the statistical features of the signals
it generates, and which permit to effectively design chaotic
systems obeying engineering specifications.
Among the engineering problems that benefit from
this design ability, spread-spectrum communication has
been thoroughly investigated by highlighting the tradeoffs
that chaos-based techniques may help address as well as
several foreseeable advantages in their applications. The
idea of using chaos in this field dates back to [2] and [3],
where it was first claimed the possibility of generating an
infinite number of spreading sequences for a code-division
multiple-access system with direct sequences (DS-CDMA).
In [4], a first model of the performance of a chaos-based
DS-CDMA system is reported leading to encouraging ana-
lytical and numerical results. These contributions succeeded
in demonstrating the potentials of chaos-based techniques
in this field. Such potential has been further developed in
[5]–[14], where it is shown that the application of chaotic
dynamics to the code-level optimization of DS-CDMA
systems is surely a successful example of a chaos-based
solution that not only outperforms classical approaches
in many realistic environments, but may also prove to be
the optimal choice when cochannel interference is the
main cause of error [15], [16]. Besides, the potential of
chaotic dynamics in the field of information processing is
not exhausted by its usage in communication. As notable
examples, chaos-based audio and video watermarking [17],
network traffic modeling [18], noise generation [19] or
suppression [20], and electromagnetic interference (EMI)
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in which the statistical approach to dynamical system theory
can play a fundamental role. In fact, the statistical features
of the processes generated by a chaotic source can be linked
to bit-error probability in a DS-CDMA system [6], to false
alarm and false rejection probability in image watermarking
[17] and to the probability of inducing failure in neighboring
appliances in EMI reduction [23]. It is also worthwhile
to stress that, for most of these applications, performance
optimization procedures exist which benefit from the
ability to compute high-order correlation terms of processes
obtained by a chaotic source. As an example, high-order
moments are necessary for characterizing the performance
of chaos-based DS-CDMA systems on multipath channels
[9], [11], [12], or to guide nonaverage optimization in
chaos-based DS-CDMA with cochannel interference only
[13]. Hence, the computation of (possibly) higher order
statistics of processes generated by chaotic systems emerges
as an unavoidable step to fully exploit the potentiality of
chaos-based techniques in real applications.
One of the goals of this paper is to illustrate the validity of
the statement that studying discrete-time chaotic dynamics
usingastatisticalapproachisamajorroutetotheengineering
application of complex dynamics. To illustrate this, we con-
sider two of the above-mentioned signal processing tasks,
namely, the generation of low-EMI timing signals and the
optimizationofperformanceinDS-CDMAsystems.Westart
by modeling these applications and by highlighting the sta-
tistical nature of the relevant performance indexes. Then we
consider discrete-time chaotic systems and give an overview
of the methodologies for the statistical characterization of
one-dimensional (1-D) maps, as recently developed both in
themathematicalandengineeringliterature[1],[7],[9],[10],
[24]–[42]. More and more sophisticated tools are progres-
sively introduced, until the issues presented by the applica-
tions under exam can be tackled. All the mathematical tools
are presented having in mind the two applications above.
However,theintroducedmethodologiesarefullygeneraland
canbeappliedinanyproblemwhereitisrequiredtogenerate
a process with prescribed statistical features.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to
introducingamodelfortheevaluationoftheelectromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) compliance of clock signals and for the
performance estimation of DS-CDMA systems as a function
of suitably defined expected quantities, having in mind the
usage of chaotic sources for their optimization. Right after,
we consider the problem of chaotic sources characterization
following a bottom-up approach.
Particularly, in Section III, we present the result of several
numerical experiments showing the existence of a rather sur-
prising structure in the distribution of very long trajectories
generated by chaotic maps. This naturally leads to introduce
astatistics-basedapproachforstudyingchaoticsystems.The
object of the study is the evolution of the probability density
function regulating the distribution of the map state variable.
This is obtained by means of the Perron–Frobenius oper-
ator (PFO), which is introduced along with its properties and
spectral decomposition in Section IV. Ergodic, mixing, and
exact maps are then defined and formal arguments are given
tojustifytheresultsofthenumericalexperimentsconsidered
in SectionIII. Sincetheextractionofstatistically meaningful
quantities may be extremely difficult, in Section V, we re-
view a wayof constructinganapproximatemodelof themap
dynamics by means of a finite-state Markov chain. In Sec-
tion VI, piecewise-affine Markov (PWAM) maps are consid-
ered for which the above procedure allows us to obtain exact
results for the computation of important quantities—such as
thefinaldistributionofthestatevariableandtherateofdecay
of correlationbetween systems trajectories.With this, we are
already able to solve the problem of generating high-EMC
timing signals, as it is illustrated in Section VII. Section VIII
introduces a suitable generalization of the PFO and high-
lights the relationship between quantization of trajectories
and tensor algebra. For piecewise-affine maps with a quan-
tization function assuming only a finite number of values, it
is shown that the (quantized) dynamics can be assimilated to
that of a Markov chain. Such a link is employed for com-
puting -order statistics and is connected to well-known
characteristic quantities of the map itself. Thanks to the par-
ticular choice of the quantization function, we can express
higher order expectations by using finite-dimensional tools,
i.e., as products between multi-index quantities (called ten-
sors) made of quantized valuesand othermulti-indexquanti-
ties accounting for the mixed causal-stochastic nature of the
chaotic generators. The factorization of these tensors natu-
rally leads to a handy exponential form for correlations. Fi-
nally, in Section IX, all these results are exploited to evaluate
theperformanceofaDS-CDMAsystemwherethespreading
sequences are generated by a chaotic map. The resulting ex-
pressions are then employed in an optimization procedure,
which permits to pick the best chaotic source either when
multipath propagation is present or in the case where its ef-
fects are negligible.
II. APPLICATIONS UNDER EXAM
Many engineering applications involve the usage of
random-like excitations in the generation, processing, and/or
transmissionofsignals.Inourexperience,itisnotinfrequent
that the substitution of chaotic excitations for the random
ones can result in additional degrees of freedom which can
be exploited to further optimize the system performance.
In this section, we consider two notable applications where
random-like signals are conventionally adopted and we
show that advantages can be obtained by using chaotically
generated sequences. More precisely, either we are able to
prove direct performance improvements, or we can estimate
cost savings by demonstrating that cheap chaotic sources
can be seamless substituted for more expensive signal
generators at no performance loss. Purposely, we take our
sample problems from very different domains, to illustrate
that some of the concepts involved in the chaos-based
solutions herein presented are in fact very general.
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needs to be optimized by a proper design of the signal source.
A. Generation of High-EMC Clock Signals
As is well known, the existence of clock lines which syn-
chronize the many parts of a circuit is often a fundamental
assumption in digital design. Convenient as it is, the distri-
bution of a timing information has a notable drawback in the
generationof EMI. Ononehand, clockdistribution networks
represent antennas which irradiate energy at the clock fre-
quency and its harmonics; on the other hand, synchronous
operation is responsible for impulsive power consumptions
and thus,again, for interference,thistime conducted-over/ir-
radiated-by the power supply lines [43], [44].
Traditionally, the problem has been tackled by seeking a
reduction of the emitted power as a whole (e.g., exploiting
shields), but this is not the only possible approach. In fact,
the emitted energy is dangerous (particularly) because it is
very concentrated in spectrum [45], which also impairs the
possibility to comply with standard regulation [46].
The usage of signal processing techniques to spread
the emitted power over large frequency ranges is thus
another valid methodology to improve EMC. Clearly, it
can be practiced by exploiting the tolerances permitted in
the positioning of the clock edges. A recently proposed
approach consists in using the zero-thresholded output of an
FM modulator as a substitute for conventional square-wave
clocks [45], [47]. The operating principle can be described
as follows. Let be the continuous-valued output of an
FM modulator whose drive is indicated as , as shown
in Fig. 1, and be the candidate clock
with edges which are slightly delayed or anticipated to
avoid perfect periodicity. The effect of the FM is to spread
the power associated to the original signal over a larger
bandwidth, thus reducing the power spectral density peaks,
while a proper selection of the FM carrier frequency and
frequency deviation enables to be seamlessly used
for the timing of a digital apparatus [45]. In other terms,
neither nor can be regarded as tunable parameters for
achieving maximal EMC improvement; in fact, is fixed
at the nominal clock rate, and is superiorly bounded at
5%–10% of not to have a too irregular wave.
Hence, only the process responsible for the generation of
can be exploited to optimize the power spreading. For
instance, it is intuitive that a periodic waveform cannot be
optimal since it would lead to a discrete spectrum [45], [47].
It is in some sense reasonable that must be “informa-
tion-rich” in order to disrupt as much as possible the peri-
odicity of , so that random sources have been suggested
for its generation1 [23]. It is also known that the statistics
of must be jointly tuned with other system parameters
in order to obtain the best performance: for instance, the
usage of common Gaussian white noise for is generally
nonoptimal.
To tackle the problem from a general point of view, let us
express the modulating signal as
, where is the rectangular pulse which is 1 within
[0, ]andvanisheselsewhereand isthesample
generated by a suitable source at time step . In other words,
we assume that is produced by a discrete-time process
and a zero-order hold operation, and we emphasize that the
degrees of freedom are limited to the update time and the
samples themselves.Inordertotakeadvantageofthem,
one needs toknowhowtheyrelate to thepowerdensity spec-
trum (PDS) of .
To obtain such an analytical relationship, it is convenient
to derive first the PDS of the baseband equivalent signal
[49] of . If we indicate it as , , to show
thatit is a functionof thesystemparameters,of thestatistical
features of the source generating the samples and of ,
then it can be proven that the spectrum of is built
of “replicas” of
(1)
Intuitively, this expression comes from the series expansion
of a square wave into sinusoidal terms although the deriva-
tion is not completely straightforward.
Following consolidated methodologies [50], the computa-
tionof canbepracticedbyevaluatingtheautocorrelation
of . Through a nontrivial derivation [50], for time-shifts
the latter can be cast as
where and is defined as
(2)
from which one gets that PDS calculation passes through the
computation of the expected values of a complex ob-
servable of the samples . Although it is not yet possible
to deal with (2) in the most general terms, the statistical tools
that we present in the following sections permit to give par-
tial answers to the question of designing a chaotic source
1Several other random non-FM-based modulation techniques have been
proposed. See [48] for an excellent survey.
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spectrum of . In this way, we will show in Section VII
that a chaotic can result in two different kinds of advan-
tages. First of all, it can be provedthatchaotic sourcescan be
adoptedinsteadofrandomoneswithnoperformanceloss,so
that an economic gain is already secured, as chaotic sources
are generally regarded to be cheaper than aperiodic random
sources [51] from an implementation point of view. Second,
it can be illustrated that while random sources offer a single
mechanism for controlling the PDS of and , chaotic
sources offer more than one. Also, this greater flexibility can
be turned into an advantage.
B. Generation of Spreading Sequences for DS-CDMA
The problem of guaranteeing multiple access to the
communication medium is surely one of the most important
issues in wireless systems. Among the possible strategies
able to achieve this goal, spread spectrum techniques have
been actively investigated during the past two decades. Their
main feature is the spreading of the information signal over
a bandwidth in excess of the minimum necessary to transmit
the message, and which is principally determined by the
spreading method and not by the transmitted information.
By using these methodologies, all users are allowed to
transmit simultaneously in time and to occupy the same RF
bandwidth as well.2 Among the different spread spectrum
techniques, we consider DS-CDMA [52]–[55], which has
recently been successfully employed in the IS95 commercial
standard and has also been assumed as the base for the
next generation of cellular networks in the UMTS and
IMT2000 systems. To achieve multiple access capability,
in DS-CDMA each user is assigned a different determin-
istic code at connection start-up (called also spreading
sequence), known a priori by the receiver, which is used
by the transmitter to modulate the information signal and
to spread the spectrum of the transmitted waveform. At the
receiver side the incoming signal, which can be corrupted by
thermal noise, cochannel interference due to the presence of
additional users accessing the same communication channel,
and possibly by selective fading due to multipath [49], is
cross-correlated with a local copy of the spreading sequence
in the process of demodulating the information data.
DS-CDMA systems feature three advantages over other
multiple-access techniques, namely multipath robustness, a
potentially large capacity in terms of user number, and a soft
performancedegradation[54],[55].It isworthwhile tostress
that all these properties depend on the statistical features
of the spreading sequences. More precisely, multipath ro-
bustness derives from the autocorrelation properties of the
spreading code, while capacity is linked to the cross correla-
tion properties of the spreading.
2Notably, this is different to what happens for the two most common
multiple access techniques, namely, frequency-division multiple access
(FDMA) and time-division multiple access (TDMA). In fact, in FDMA all
users transmit simultaneously, but use disjoint frequency bands, while in
TDMA they occupy the same RF bandwidth, but transmit sequentially in
time.
Fig. 2. Baseband equivalent scheme of an asynchronous
DS-CDMA system.
Thespreadingsequencestatisticsplaysafundamentalrole
also in the determination of the communication system per-
formance.Moreprecisely,inDS-CDMAsystemstheory[49]
it is commonly assumed that performance can be maximized
by using approximately orthogonal codes, i.e., codes charac-
terized by almost vanishing cross correlations. Nevertheless,
if one refers to a CDMA link from mobile transmitters to a
fixed base station in a cellular system so that the communi-
cation environment must be considered asynchronous,3 the
sequence design problem is muchmore complicated thanthe
simple determination of a set of sequences with vanishing
cross correlation. To highlight this more precisely, in the rest
of this section our aim is to express the system performance
in terms of bit-error probability of the communication link
, as a function of the spreading sequences statistics. Par-
ticularly, following [6], [12], [52], we will show that the key
parameters in a DS-CDMA system are the partial correla-
tion functions of the spreading sequences themselves, so that
optimal performance can be achieved in different scenarios
if one isableto designspreadingsequencescharacterizedby
the desired statistical features. Obviously, it is here that the
statistical tools for the analysis of chaotic systems, which we
aregoingtopresentinthefollowingsections,comeintoplay.
To estimate , in principle we need to model a whole
DS-CDMA system. In practice, we will introduce only the
quantitiesneededtogivearoughdescriptionofwherethese-
quences generated by a chaotic map can play a fundamental
rolein theachievementofperformanceoptimization.Forad-
ditional details, see [6], [12] and references therein.
Let us begin referring to the structure of a baseband
equivalent scheme of an asynchronous DS-CDMA system
as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the carrier is in common and
3This means that, due to the fact that the absolute delay and the carrier
phase must be assumed to vary randomly from user to user, the transition
time of the data symbol of the different users do not coincide at the receiver
side, even if each receiver is synchronized with the signal it has to decode.
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one. The quantities and indicate the absolute delay and
the carrier phase of the th user signal, respectively. Let us
also indicate as its infor-
mation signal, where are the information symbols
of duration , generated by uncorrelated sources producing
an independent for any . The spreading signal depends
on sequences of finite length (called spreading factor)
made of symbols from the alphabet . These symbols
are mapped into the set 1, 1 by the function4 and
combined to form the signal
, where we assume that the sequences
are repeated periodically, namely, that for any
integer . The signal is then multiplied by , thus
spreading the spectrum of the signal approximately by a
factor [49] and transmitted along the (equivalent) channel
together with the signals from the other users.
The propagation medium is modeled as a linear
time-varying dispersive channel, i.e., a channel in which
reflections, refractions, and diffractions phenomena are
nonnegligible and produce randomly delayed and attenuated
replicas of every signal traveling from the transmitters to
the receiver. To take this effect into account, we refer to a
quite natural model for the channel (see [9] and references
therein) and assume that the signal of the generic th user
is processed as described by the baseband impulse response
, where
is the instantaneous random power attenuation of
the th ray while and are its phase and delay,
respectively.
The balance of the distribution of power between the
primary and secondary rays is modeled by fixing the Rice
factor , namely, the ratio between the power of the first
ray and the remaining ones, so that .
Additionally, the random nature of the secondary rays
(the primary one being always deterministic) is modeled
by the Rayleigh distributed random variables which
are such that , and by considering as a
further random variable uniformly distributed in [ ].
As thoroughly discussed in [56], considering ray delays
multiple of the chip time leads to no loss of generality.
The power attenuation introduced on the secondary rays
by the reflection–refraction–diffraction phenomena is
considered exponential so that two constants and
exist such that for . To ensure that the
power flowing through the channel is constant, we must set
and .
The contributions of all the users are summed up so that
the baseband receiver is presented with a signal which is the
sum of the convolutions of the signals transmitted by each
userandthecorrespondingimpulseresponse.Alltherandom
variablesdescribingthechannelcontributionsareconsidered
independent.
The receiver is made of a multiplier which combines the
incomingsignal witha synchronized replica of thespreading
sequence of the th user and of an integrate-and-dump stage
4See [6] and [12] for the general case of complex spreading sequences.
in charge of extracting the information symbol by correla-
tion. Even when thermal noise can be neglected, symbol re-
coveryis hinderedbythepresence ofthecurrentand delayed
signals of the other users and of the delayed version of the
usefulsignal.Thesystemperformancedependsonhowmuch
these spurious signals affect the integrate-and-dump output,
i.e., on how they are correlated with the spreading sequence
of the useful user.
As correlation with a fixed sequence is a linear operation,
error causes add up at the receiver output before the hard
decision block of the useful th user, so that can be de-
composed into three main terms
(3)
where is themainequivalent raycarryingtheinformation
to be retrieved, is the disturbance due to the secondary
equivalent rays carrying previous symbols of the useful user,
and is the disturbance due to the primary and secondary
equivalent rayscarryingtheinformationtransmittedbyother
users.
The determination of is based on the widely adopted
standardGaussianapproximation(SGA),accordingtowhich
sumsofindependentrandomcontributionscanbeconsidered
to be Gaussian random variables, characterized only by their
averages and variances. Following this established path [6],
[12],we compute thevariance ofeachinterferingterm
and forthegeneric thuserandwecomputethecorre-
sponding averagevariance with respect tothe random choice
ofthespreadingsequences.Fortheself-interferenceterm ,
we have
(4)
where the expectations are taken over the sequences .A s
far as the cross-interference term is concerned, we have
(5)
where for
, , , for
, and , for
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sequences.
Oncethattheaveragevariancesofboththedisturbingcon-
tributions are known, we can resort to the SGA, and then de-
fine a global signal-to-interference ratio
(6)
so that the bit-error probability for the system results
[9], [12]. The global signal-to-interfer-
ence ratio is the performance merit figure that we intend
to optimize. The free variables to use in this optimization
are obviously the spreading sequences. Typically these are
chosen to be random-like (e.g., Gold or maximum-length
sequences). What we will show in Section IX is that suit-
able chaotic sources can be designed to deliver spreading
sequences which are better-than-random in terms of the
statistical merit figure . To this aim, we need to introduce
formal tools to describe the behavior of these sources from
a statistical point of view.
III. STUDYING CHAOS WITH PROBABILITY DENSITIES:
HEURISTIC INTRODUCTION
Dynamical systems often exhibit very complicated be-
haviors, among which chaos can be probably considered as
the most spectacular one. In this case, the characterization
of the system properties cannot be derived straightfor-
wardly. In fact, the traditional, well-acceded tools of system
theory—which are often based on the observation of system
trajectories over time—show some limitations when applied
to complex nonlinear dynamics and represent an analysis
path which is not entirely useful and sometimes even mis-
leading. As a matter of fact, this approach fails to achieve a
complete characterization of typical behaviors and therefore
of general system properties.
Although chaotic behaviors can emerge from both contin-
uous-anddiscrete-timesystems(cf.f.i.[57]–[62]),inthefol-
lowing,wewillfocusonthesimplestpossiblechoice,i.e.,on
1-D discrete-time chaotic dynamical systems, often referred
to as maps [63], [64], [1]. More precisely, let us consider the
normalized domain and a nonlinear, noninvert-
ible function . Since we intend to deal with sys-
tems which have memory of the past, the domain of
will also be called the state space of the transformation. As
an example, Fig. 3 shows the graph of
(7)
which will be further on named bended up–down map.
Fig. 3. Graphics representation of the bended up–down map (7).
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Trajectories generated using map (7) starting from the
initial conditions (a) x =
p
3=3 and (b) x =
p
3=3+1 0 .
Rapidly achieved uncorrelation between the two trajectories is
a consequence of the system sensitive dependence on initial
conditions.
Startingfromaninitialpoint ,thesuccessivestates
of our systems at times 1, 2, 3, are given by the trajectory
, , , , where
(8)
for . A typical trajectory , corresponding
to the initial state , is shown in Fig. 4(a). It is vis-
ibly erratic or “chaotic,” and since similar behaviors occur
for almost every other initial condition, this kind of trajecto-
ries can be regarded as typical. Not only are they evidently
noise-like, what makes their observation even more difficult
is that they are appreciably altered by just a slight change in
the initial state. For instance, Fig. 4(b) reports the system tra-
jectoryobtainedbystartingat .Notably,a
few iterations are sufficient to make the new orbit almost un-
correlated from the previous one. This phenomenon, that can
probablybeconsideredasthemostpeculiaraspectofchaotic
systems, is commonly indicated as sensitive dependence on
initial conditions [63], [64].
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states of a typical trajectory generated by map (7) distributes in
[0, 1].
Thus,wemayconcludethatthestudyofsingletrajectories
brings little or no information on the general properties of a
chaoticsystemandthatattemptingtocharacterizetypicalbe-
haviorsfromthemmeansfacingahardtask.Infact,anyerror
in the knowledge of the state gets amplified by the system
evolution until a point when it becomes completely impos-
sibletopredicttheorbitpositioninthestatespace.Thisisthe
reason why deterministic architectures that exhibit chaotic
behaviors, such as (8), are sometimes considered to lay on
the borderline between deterministic systems and stochastic
processes.
To cope with the problem of characterizing the typical be-
havior of a chaotic map, we may therefore take advantage of
toolsoriginallydevelopedforrandomprocesstheory[1].For
instance, consider the construction of a histogram capable of
representing the frequencies at which the state along a tra-
jectory falls into given regions of the state space. To do this,
imagine dividing the interval into nonoverlapping inter-
vals , for ,2 , , . Then consider
a system trajectory , with
and for each interval compute (and plot)
(9)
where denotes the cardinality of a set. More formally,
givenalongorbit ,wewanttoextractinformationonthe
typical system behavior approximating a (supposed existent)
long-term distribution of the system states by the finite-time
distribution , where is the Dirac’s
generalized function.
The result of this procedure for the bended up–down map,
starting at , with and , is shown
in Fig. 5. There is a rather surprising structure in the result,
since the states are visibly more concentrated near the center
of , while there is an appreciable decrease near 1 and an
even more marked one near 0. Repeating the process for dif-
ferent initial states brings, in general, the same result. There-
fore,itcanbeassumedthatthepeculiarsensitivedependence
ofchaoticorbitsoninitialstatesisnotusuallyreflectedinthe
distribution of states within long trajectories.
Although the approach presented so far has been useful
in highlighting an important regularity, it is somehow naive
and contains possible drawbacks. In fact, it is possible for
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Trajectories generated using map (7) converging to a fixed
point and to a limit cycle, instead of exhibiting the typical chaotic
behavior.
some trajectories to display transient (nontypical) behaviors
for long periods of time before settling into a more regular
mode. Conversely, it may happen that, starting from certain
initialconditions,thesystemexhibitsorbitssettlingintonon-
typical modes of operations, as it is shown in Fig. 6, where
map (7) reaches either a fixed point (a) or a limit cycle (b).
The worst aspect about these exceptional behaviors is that
there is no obvious way of predicting which initial states will
lead to them. Clearly, trying to extract the system features
fromtheseparticulartrajectoriesisdoomedtomiserablyfail.
A natural idea to overcome this impasse is to consider the
evolution of significant sets of trajectories at the same time.
Let us assume to randomly draw a set of initial con-
dition according to a given probability density function :
.AhistogramrepresentationsimilartothatinFig.5
of two such possible sets is shown in Fig. 7, for
and .Inplot(a), theinitialconditionshavebeendrawn
according to a Gaussian law, with mean 0.6 and variance 0.2,
while in (b) the distribution is still Gaussian, but the mean is
0.2 and the variance 0.1.5
Let us apply the map to all the points in to obtain a
new set .I fw e
assume that the set is large enough, the histogram distri-
bution of gives a representation of the probability density
associated to . Figs. 8–10 show the histogram
distributions of the sets for [plots (a) and (b)], 2
[plots (c) and (d)], and 25 [plots (e) and (f)] when the initial
sets and shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) are employed. The
bended up–down map (7) has been used for Fig. 8, while the
tentmap[63] andan -wayBernoulli
5Note that the Gaussian function has nonnull values on the whole , i.e.,
it extends outside [0, 1]. Consequently, it is necessary to discard initial con-
ditions laying outside the system state space.
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(b)
Fig. 7. Histogram frequency representations of two sets of 2000
initial conditions. The interval [0, 1] has been divided in l =3 2
parts. (a) S has been generated according to a Gaussian density
with mean 0.8 and variance 0.2, while (b) S has been constructed
considering mean 0.2 and variance 0.1.
shift with have been consid-
ered for the case of Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
The results of these simple numerical experiments are sur-
prisingly regular and structured. The regularity can be sum-
marized in the following remarks.
Remark1: Foralltheconsideredmaps,thehistogramrep-
resentation of the set becomes almost invariant after few
iterations, and does not appear to depend on the distribution
of the set of initial conditions.
In other terms, the behavior of a chaotic map in terms of
orbit evolutions—which is not only highly irregular, but also
sensitive to the choice of the initial conditions—corresponds
to an apparently regular behavior in terms of evolution of a
significant set of trajectories. This can be easily seen by ex-
amining Figs. 8(e)–(f), 9(e)–(f), and 10(e)–(f). For the three
different maps, they represent the distribution of the systems
state after time steps starting from and as
shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), and they are practically indistin-
guishable.
Remark 2: The obtained final distribution depends on the
map.
Infact, notice thatthefinalstate distribution isa piecewise
increasing function for the bended up–down map (see the
right column of Fig. 8), while it is uniform for the tent map
and for the 100-way Bernoulli shift (right columns of Figs. 9
and 10). Notice also that the final distributions in Fig. 8 are
very close to the one shown in Fig. 5, which was obtained
from a single typical map trajectory.
Remark 3: The rate of convergence to the final distribu-
tion depends on the map and on the distribution of the set of
initial conditions.
The dependence on the initial distribution is easily visible
by comparing the top and the bottom row of Fig. 8: while
Fig. 8(c) shows a distribution which is already rather similar
to the final one, (d) is still appreciably different. As far as the
dependence on the map is concerned, by comparing either
row of Fig. 9 to the corresponding row of Fig. 10, it can be
seen that the convergence for a 100-way Bernoulli shift is
remarkably faster than for a tent map system.
Historically, the problem of the existence of a final proba-
bility density function regulating the distribution of the state
variable of a 1-D map was first conjectured by Ulam in his
famous book [65, pp. 74]. Since then, increasing attention
has been paid in the applied mathematical literature on the
investigation of the conditions for the map assuring the exis-
tence of such density, on the way of computing it and on the
speed of converge to it. The interested reader is referred to
[1], [24]–[42], and references therein.
IV. STUDYING CHAOS WITH PROBABILITY DENSITIES:
FORMAL DEFINITIONS AND ARGUMENTS
In order to formalize the statistical approach to the dis-
crete-time chaotic systems [1] introduced so far, it is neces-
sary to establish some notation conventions.
Let us indicate with the th iterate of , so that for
any set , is the set
, and is .
Additionally,sinceitisnecessarytooperateonsetsonwhich
a measure is defined [66], let us indicate with a algebra
of subsets of and with a measure on . We will often
refer to the triple as a measure space. Moreover,
if , then will be named a probability
space. With regard to a measure space , a map :
is said to be:
1) nonsingular,i f for all sets
such that ;
2) measure-preserving,6 if for any
set .
Notice that a measure-preserving transformation is nec-
essarily nonsingular. As an example, consider an -way
Bernoulli shift and assume that is the Borel algebra.
For such a map, the normalized Lebesgue measure is -in-
variantsince , ,
sothat
.
A. Perron–Frobenius Operator
To develop the theoretical framework necessary to explain
Remarks1–3,weneedtointroduceafundamentalmathemat-
icaltool.Tothisaim,weleaveformalityapartforawhileand
present its structure by generalizing a simple example. Let
us refer to an -way Bernoulli shift and assume that its ini-
tial state is a random variable, which has been drawn ac-
6If M is measure preserving, the measure ￿ is invariant under M (or
M-invariant).
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Fig. 8. Histogram representations of the sets (a)–(b) S for k =1 , (c)–(d) k =2 , and (e–(f)
k =2 5 , starting from the sets of initial conditions shown in Fig. 7. The top row refers to the initial
distribution (a), while the bottom one to the distribution (b). Plots are based on the evolution of a
bended up–down map system. Regardless of the fact that two different initial sets have been
considered, the histogram representations are practically indistinguishable (e)–(f) after k =2 5
iterations of the map.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 9. Histogram representations of the sets S for (a)–(b) k =1 , (c)–(d) k =2 , and (e)–(f)
k =2 5 . Left column uses the sets of initial conditions shown in Fig. 7(a), while the right column
uses (b). The system is based on the tent map.
cording to a (probability) density : . If we iterate
the map, we obtain a new random variable ,
which we need to statistically describe by deriving the link
between and the (probability) density associated to it.
To solve the problem, one can simply consider the proba-
bility conservation constraint imposed by the deterministic
nature of system (8). More specifically, let us indicate with
a small neighborhood of and with the set of coun-
terimages of and write
which simply corresponds to consider all the possible events
at time which lead the state of the map to the value
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(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 10. Histogram representations of the sets S for (a)–(b) k =1 , (c)–(d) k =2 , (e)–(f) and
k =2 5for a 100-way Bernoulli shift system. In the left column the initial condition set conforms to
the histogram in Fig. 7(a), while for the right column the initial distribution (b) is adopted.
at time step . By examining Fig. 11, it immediately
followsthatthepreviousconstraintcanbeexpressedinterms
of probability distributions as
so that, by considering the derivative of both sides of the
equation, one has
which is the analytical expression of the functional operator
we need.
Tounravelitsuseand properties,we needtoproceed more
formally. Indicate with the space of all the Lebesgue in-
tegrable functions : and with
the associated norm, and let us consider a measure space
, where is the Lebesgue measure. With this, we
can state the following definition.
Definition 1: If is a nonsingular map, the unique op-
erator : defined by
(10)
iscalledthePFOcorrespondingto ,wherethelastequality
holdsthankstothepropertiesoftheDirac’sgeneralizedfunc-
tion.
By using Definition 1, one can immediately derive the ex-
pression of the PFO for the bended up–down map, the tent
Fig. 11. Graphical representation of the probability conservation
constraint defining the PFO for an n-way Bernoulli shift.
map and the -way Bernoulli shift, which are given respec-
tively by
(11)
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Fig. 12. Two examples of evolutions of densities associated to
the state variable x of a tent map for k =0(continuous line),
k =1(long dashed line), k =2(dot–dashed line), and k =3
(dotted line). The behavior is very regular, since starting from
(a) ￿ (x)=( ￿=2)sin(￿x) or (b) ￿ (x)=3 x , the final density
is always uniform.
(12)
(13)
Moreover, by using (10), it is straightforward to show that
is a functional (and thus infinite-dimensional) linear op-
erator characterized by the following properties [25], [1]:
is positive, i.e., if (14)
conserves i.e., (15)
The PFO corresponding to is (16)
Let us briefly comment about the significance of condi-
tions (14)–(16). Properties (14) and (15) assure that the PFO
maps density functions into density functions. Therefore, in
the following, we will consider the restriction of the PFO to
the set of probability densities defined on . Property
(16) assures that the PFO associated with the th iterate of
the map is nothing but the th successive application of the
PFO associated to . With this, if the initial condition of
themapis drawnaccording to , itsstate after iteration
is regulated by the density
(17)
Bycomparing(17)with(8),wemayconsider(17)asthestate
equation of a companion dynamical system, whose state rep-
resents the density regulating the distribution of the state for
the map (8). The advantage of studying the system behavior
in terms of density evolution is that system (17) is linear and
apparently characterized by a very regular behavior, while
the original map is highly nonlinear and very difficult to deal
with, as shown in Section III. By using the expression of the
PFO, one can give a rigorous foundation to numerical exper-
iments such as those in Section III. Fig. 12(a) and (b) shows
two examples of evolution of the density associated to for
a tent map, when . As it can be seen, the final
density is uniform independently of the particular choice of
the density function , which regulates the distribution of
the initial condition .
Bymeansoftheconsiderationsabove,weareabletorecast
Remarks 1 and 3 in a more precise and formal way. Remark
1 corresponds to the fact that, for all the considered maps
and for large enough, the density converges to
a final density independently of . It is also worthwhile
to stress that, whenever such a final density exists for a given
map, it must obviouslybe a fixed point of the PFO associated
to it, namely, . This is usually expressed by saying
that is the invariant density of the map. Notice also that
fromtheveryDefinition1ofthePFO,onehasthat if
andonlyifthemeasure isinvariantunder [25],
[1]; for this reason, we refer to as the invariant measure of
the map.
Remark 3 corresponds to the fact that the speed of conver-
gence of to must depend on the map and on the choice
of the initial density .
By means of the simple formal arguments introduced so
far, we are already able to give theoretical ground to Remark
2. In fact, since the invariant density is a fixed point of the
PFO, whose Definition 1 depends on , the expression of
does obviously depend on the map. Conversely, to give a
precise theoretical explanation to Remarks 1 and 3 and to
highlight the link between the characteristics of a particular
map and the statistical properties of system (8), we have to
go through the following steps.
Step 1) Identify conditions which assure that the PFO of
a map has a (unique) fixed point .
Step 2) Identify conditions which assure that
exists for any and is unique.
Step 3) Determineatwhichrateandwithrespecttowhich
norm .
To this aim, we need to introduce classes of maps charac-
terized by an increasingly complex behavior.
B. Ergodic, Mixing, and Exact Maps
The fact that the PFO associated to a particular map
has a fixed point does not imply that the dynamical system
possesses interesting statistical properties. For instance, if
, one has that for any
, i.e., any subset is invariant with respect to .F o r
such a map, for all , and this is ob-
viously not an interesting case. Additionally, whenever an
of nonnull measure exists such that ,
we face a system whose complexity is somehow “artificially
increased.”Infact,thebehaviorofthemap maybestudied
onthesets and separately.Conversely, theexistence
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not taking place, as stated by the following.
Definition 2: Consider a measure space .A
nonsingular map : is said to be ergodic if every
invariant set is a trivial subset of , i.e., if either
or .
From this definition, it follows that every ergodic map
must be studied on the whole state space . As an example
(18)
isnotergodicsince ,
where is the Lebesgue measure. Conversely, according to
Definition 2, the bended up–down map, the tent map, the
-way Bernoulli shift, and the map
(19)
are all ergodic [1]. The following theorem linking ergodicity
with the existence of gives thus a preliminary answer to
Step 1 [67], [1].
Theorem 1: Let be a measure space, :
a nonsingular transformation, and the PFO associated
to .I f is ergodic, then there is at most one invariant
density for . Furthermore, if there is a unique invariant
density of and if almost everywhere, then
is ergodic.
Onemayapplytheprevioustheoremtotheoreticallyverify
that a given candidate density, whose shape has been previ-
ously determined (e.g., by means of numerical experiments
similar to those presented in Section III), is the unique in-
variant probability density function of an ergodic map. For
instance, by using (11), one can verify that
(20)
is the invariant density of the bended up–down map. Analo-
gously, using (12) and (13) one may verify that for
both the tent map and the -way Bernoulli shift.
Ifforagivenmapitisdifficulttoverifyergodicity,onecan
rely upona classical result derivedbyLasota and Yorke [25].
To do so, we need to introduce some preliminary definitions.
A map : is called piecewise if it exists a
sequence of points in such
that for any the restriction of to the open
interval is a function which can be extended
to the corresponding closed interval remaining of
class . needs not to be continuous at the points .
We have also to restrict the space of functions we deal
with to a suitable subspace of . To this aim, recall that the
variation of a function over is defined as
which simply quantifies the total amount of fluctuation of
in its domain. Let us then define
, and recall [30] that provided with the norm
is a Banach space which is dense in .
We may now state the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Adapted From [25]): Let : be a
piecewise map with . Then, for
any thesequence isconvergent
to a density such that .
Transformations satisfying the hypothesis of the above
theorem, as the bended up–down map, are usually referred
to as Lasota–Yorke maps. The above theorem obviously
identifies a procedure to compute an invariant density .
The importance of ergodic systems also relies on the fact
that they satisfy the Birkhoff individual ergodic theorem.
Theorem 3 (Adapted From [67], [1]): Consider a proba-
bilityspace andameasurepreservingandergodic
map : . Then for anyfunction , theaverage
of along the trajectory of is equal almost everywhere to
the expectation of over , namely
a.e. (21)
The possibility of substituting statistical expectations
for the time-averages of a given observable along a typical
trajectory can obviously be applied to compute significant
quantities such as Lyapunov exponents and entropy [63].
The price one has to pay is the computation of the invariant
density .
It is also important to notice that Theorem 3 gives a theo-
retical foundations to the numerical experiments performed
in Section III. In fact, for any set , (21) can
be recast in the form
as
by assuming , where is the characteristic func-
tion of the set . This shows that computing (9) offers an
approximation of the invariant measure (density) if the maps
are (at least) ergodic.
As a further remark, let us observe that the behavior of an
ergodic transformation does not need to be extremely com-
plicated. Consider, for example, the map (19) and its effect
onarandomsetofpoints .Byiteratingthemapaswehave
done in Section III, all that happens is that the set is shifted
along , visiting different areas with equal frequency. The
initial set does not get torn apart or mixed about as one
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be inappropriate to identify chaos with ergodicity, and we
need to introduce a formal description of some “more com-
plex” behavior. This also helps find an answer to Step 2) [1].
Definition3: Consideraprobabilityspace and
a measure preserving transformation : . We call
mixingifforany onehasthat
.
Leaving formality for the moment, we may say that
mixing transformation distribute clumps of points according
to the measure . In fact, let us take two sets and
. From Definition 3, we have that for a mixing map
/ as . The first
term is the probability (according to ) that a typical system
trajectory arrives in after time steps, given that it starts
in . The second term simply represents the probability that
a typical trajectory is in . Applying the usual definition of
statistical independence among two random variables, we
may thus conclude that for large the two events
and become statistically independent. In
other terms, mixing maps generate samples whose indepen-
dence increases with time.
It is easy to show that a mixing map is also ergodic.7
With this, it is somehow natural to expect that mixing maps
have a much more complicated behavior than ergodic ones.
This is actually the case and it is common in the frame-
work of the statistical dynamical system theory to indicate
as chaotic only those maps which are at least mixing. The
bended up–down map, as well as the tent and the -way
Bernoulli maps, are all examples of mixing maps, while map
(19) is a nonmixing one.
The loss of statistical dependence characterizing the time
series generated by a mixing map is usually studied by con-
sidering the quantity
(22)
where : are smooth functions [68]. If one thinks
ofthesefunctionsasphysicalobservablesofthesystem,then
(22) quantifies the correlation between the observations of
at time and of at time .
For generic mixing maps, the exact computation of
is an almost impossible task, so that one
is usually restricted to determine the rate
of geometric convergence of (22) to its limit value when
, which is often referred to as the rate of mixing [29].
More formally, it can be shown that a constant exists
such that
(23)
which highlights that the rate of mixing is a very signifi-
cant quantity as it provides information on how quickly the
7With this case, one may typically use the invariant measure ￿ in Defini-
tion 3.
system settles into a statistically regular behavior, and thus
on how quickly physical observables become uncorrelated.
To compute , it is necessary to introduce the concept
ofspectrumofeigenvalues oftherestrictionofthePFO
to ,8 i.e., the collection of those complex numbers for
which atleasta function existssuchthat .
Being the PFO infinite-dimensional, one may well expect
that an infinite (and not even countable) collection of eigen-
values exists. This is formally stated by the following the-
orem [29]–[32].
1) Theorem4: ThePFO : isaquasi-com-
pact operator. Particularly, its spectrum has an essential part
all contained inside a disc of radius :
given by
(24)
while the eigenvalues of outside the disc :
are isolated and with finite-dimensional eigenspaces.
To appreciate the significance of the above theorem, let us
recall that compact operators9 are characterized by a spec-
trum composed only of isolated eigenvalues of finite mul-
tiplicity (except perhaps for ), i.e., one always has
. The previous theorem assures that the spectrum
of a quasi-compact operator has the same characteristics of
theoneofacompactoperatorapartfromtheregioninsidethe
disk of radius , where regions exist in which any
is an eigenvalue of corresponding to .
Additionally [29], has a unit spectral radius [69] and
there are eigenvalues and of mod-
ulus 1, which corresponds to finite-dimensional eigenspaces
. Furthermore, may have only a finite
number of isolated eigenvalues with fi-
nite-dimensional eigenspaces, whose modulus is between
and 1. If the map is mixing, then and
and, if we further restrict to , .
The sketch of a possible spectral portrait of is shown
in Fig. 13, where black dots indicate isolated eigenvalues
while the gray-filled region represents the essential part of
the spectrum.
If is the isolated eigenvalue of largest modulus and we
set , from the spectral decomposition of , we also
havethat [29].Itisworthwhiletostress
that, although its definition is apparently very simple, is
averyelusivequantityduetothepresenceof .Infact, is
relatively simple to compute; for instance, for the
8ItisinterestingtonoticethatsincePmapsthewhole intoitself,some
pathological situations could occur which are of no use for our purposes and
which would impair the validity of the results we are considering [29]. We
will thus further assume that n +1points 0=y <y < ￿￿￿<y <
y =1exist defining the intervals [y ;y] for j =1 ; ...;nsuch that
the restriction of M to any interval is a strictly monotonic differentiable
function of bounded variation with a bounded variation derivative, we also
have that a constant ￿>0 exists such that kP￿k￿￿k￿k [30]. Hence,
we may identify the symbol P with the restriction of the PFO to and
write P: 7! .
9An operator L is compact if the closure of the image of the unit ball is
compact [68]. If L has finite rank, (i.e., it has a finite-dimensional image,
as it is for instance the case for finite-dimensional operators) then it is also
compact [68].
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tent map, for the -way Bernoulli (since these
two maps have fixed points in the branches of maximum
slope) while, with slightly more calculations it is possible
to show that for the bended up–down map. Con-
versely, the exact computation of the discrete part of
is, in general, a very difficult task.
Additionally, for a mixing map, the PFO may be decom-
posed as [30], [33], where is the projec-
tionoperatoron andtheremainder isaninfinite-dimen-
sional linear operator such that . Hence,
we have where for a suit-
able constant [30]. With this, and using the spectral
decomposition of the operator we finally have that [29]
(25)
for any initial . Evidently the above equation is
the answer to both Steps 2) and 3). In other terms, we know
that if we randomly choose the initial condition of a mixing
map according to a bounded variation density , then
the state distributes according to a density which
converges to the invariant one at an exponential rate in
the bounded variation norm.
As a further remark, notice that the eigenfunctions of
corresponding to the largest eigenvalues may also be consid-
ered of great interest, as they indicate the probability densi-
ties that approach the equilibrium distribution at the slowest
possible rate. What these slowly converging densities rep-
resent is still an open problem [42]. In fact, one might think
thattherateofmixingisdeterminedbytheexpansionproper-
ties of the dynamical system (somehow represented by ).
In other terms, the more expanding (or more “chaotic”) is
the map, the faster the rate of decay, which is actually the
case whenever . On the contrary, the existence
of densities with a convergence rate slower than that deter-
minedbytheslowestexpansionrateofthesystem(i.e.,when
) seems a quite paradoxical situation. Arguments
in [42] suggest that this situation may be linked to the ex-
istence of some kind of “aggregated” structure embedded
in the system dynamics, whose understanding remains still
vague.
Finally,itisinterestingtopointoutthatsomenoninvertible
transformationsmaypossesastrongerformofmixing,which
is called exactness [1].
Definition4: Consideraprobabilityspace and
a measure preserving transformation : . is
called exact if for any
with .
Roughly speaking, exactness says that if we start with
a clump of points with positive measures, under iteration
the clump expands to fill out all the state space. It can be
proven (even if in a nontrivial way [1]) that exact map are
alsomixing.Hence,itissomehownaturaltoexpectthatexact
maps exhibit much more complicated behaviors than mixing
ones. This is actually the case and one may refer to [1, Chap.
3] for extremely highlighting examples of increasingly com-
plex behaviors which arise moving from mere ergodicity to
mixing, up to exactness. The bended up–down map, the tent
map,andthe -wayBernoulliareallexamplesofexactmaps.
V. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION OF THE
PERRON-FROBENIUS OPERATOR
As we have seen in the previous sections, the computa-
tion (and not the simple verification) of interesting quanti-
ties for the statistical characterization of a chaotic map (such
as the invariant density or the rate of mixing) is a difficult,
if not impossible, task. The goal of this section is to sim-
plifytheproblemthroughtheintroductionofanapproximate
modelofthemapdynamicsbymeansofafinite-stateMarkov
chain [70], [35], [36], [34], [38], [28], [71]. Obviously, such
a model is much simpler and contains much less informa-
tion than the original dynamical system (8). Nevertheless,
its simple structure enables the exact computation of many
properties of theMarkov chain, which correspond to approx-
imations, or at least indicators, of the corresponding proper-
ties in the original system. Very roughly speaking, although
the Markov chain approximation discards a lot of informa-
tion on the original system, we somehow retain (some of) its
original properties.
In spite of the fact that the Markov chain approximation
procedure can be applied in a very general setting [36], [38],
[28], we are here interested just in its use to obtain an ap-
proximation of the invariant density as well as to compute
the rate of mixing and the eigenvalues spectrum of the PFO
for a given (usually at least mixing) map.
A. Kneading Matrix Construction and Theoretical Results
We first describe the construction of a finite-state Markov
chain approximating the behavior of a map : . Let
us partition the phase space into a finite number of nonover-
lapping connected sets with pos-
itive measure, which usually take the form of intervals cov-
ering . Leaving formality for a moment, note that the basic
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namics that occurs inside each , and to focus only on
the coarse-grained dynamics associated to the evolution of
whole partition sets.
To construct the Markov model, we consider an -state
Markov chain and identify each set with a state .W e
thenconstructthe transitionmatrix ,whichisdefined
componentwise as [31]–[33]
(26)
andwhichisoftenreferredtoasthekneadingmatrixsinceits
entry in the th row and th column records the fraction of
that is mapped into . From this, it easily follows that
is a stochastic matrix (since the sum of the row entries of
any kneading matrix is always 1) so that it always possesses
an eigenvalue .
Additionally, by the very definition of , it readily fol-
lows that the generic entry (26) of the Markov chain tran-
sition matrix (i.e., the conditioned probability of evolving
from to ) represents the probability, according to the
invariant probability measure, that a typical point ofthe orig-
inal system moves from to under one iteration of
the map . Unfortunately, the invariant probability density
(and thus the invariant measure ) are usually unknown a
priori, so that we commonly employ a slightly different tran-
sition matrix using the Lebesgue measure instead of ,
namely
(27)
Clearly, the quality of our Markov model heavily depends on
the quality of the partition, and, as one may expect, a finer
partition (larger ) produces better models [38]. As a con-
sequence, one may devise a simple trial-and-error procedure
and construct a sequence of Markov models, each based on
a successively finer partitions, until the computed estimates
are within a prescribed accuracy, as it is formally stated in
the next sections.
1) Invariant Density Approximation: In a cookbook for
a procedure to approximate , we may simply state the
following.
Basic Idea: The invariant density of the Markov chain
approximates .
Required Computation: The normalized left eigen-
vector of with unit eigenvalue.
In other terms, we compute the unique left eigenvector
of corresponding to , and we nor-
malize its components so that . With this, the in-
variantdensity can beapproximated as .
As an example, Fig. 14 reports the comparison between the
invariantdensity(20)anditsapproximationobtainedconsid-
ering a partition of into equal subintervals.
The above approximation procedure is theoretically
grounded by a classical result due to Li [26]. Let be a
partition of into intervals of equal length and indicate
Fig. 14. Comparison between the invariant density (20) for the
bended up–down map and its approximation obtained using a
Markov chain and considering the partition of X into n =3 2
equal subintervals.
as the -dimensional subspace of generated by .
With this, we may state the following [26].
Theorem 5: Let : be a piecewise map with
. Suppose that the associated PFO has a
unique fixed point. Then for any positive integer , has a
fixed point with defining an approximation of
with respect to a basis of , namely
as (28)
Several additions have been made to this basic result. In
particular, under the same hypothesis of Theorem 5, in [72]
it is shown that .
More recent results regard the computation of explicit
bounds for the difference (28) under slightly different
hypothesis for the map , and can be found in [40], [41]
and [28].
Finally, it is worthwhile to stress that the bended up–down
map (7), which is a (mixing) Lasota–Yorke map as shown
in Section IV-B, has and thus satisfies
thehypothesisofTheorem5,whichtheoreticallyjustifiesthe
numerical results shown in Fig. 14.
2) Rate of Mixing and Spectrum Approximation: Let
us start with an informal description of the procedure that
we shall follow to obtain an approximation for the PFO
spectrum.
Basic Idea: The spectrum of the matrix approxi-
mate the spectrum of the corresponding PFO.
Required Computation: The eigenvalues of .
In other terms, by extending the result of Section V-A1, we
may somehow interpret as a “projection” of onto the
finite-dimensional subspace . Proceeding naively for the
moment,wemayconsiderthespectrumofthematrix asan
approximation of the spectrum of the PFO. This is obviously
appealing, as it is very simple to compute the spectrum of .
In fact, there are many very efficient numerical routines to
calculatetheeigenvaluesofamatrixwhicharelargerinmag-
nitude (i.e., those which are most interesting, particularly for
computing ) [73]. Additionally, the eigenfunctions of
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Fig. 15. Approximated spectrum (a) of the PFO for map (29), (b) of the W-map (30), and (c) of the
bended up down map (7). The dimension of the matrix K is 512 ￿ 512. The continuous-line circle
represents the border of what can be assumed to be the essential part of the spectrum. This guess is
grounded by Theorem 6 for plot (a) and (b), while for map (7), we may simply conclude that the
essential part is contained in the disk fj￿j￿1=￿g [dot–dashed circle in plot (c)].
corresponding to large eigenvalues are also of interest as we
haveseeninSectionIV-B.Theideais,onceagain,toapprox-
imate the slowly converging densities with the eigenvectors
of .
As an example, Fig. 15 reports three plots of the spectrum
of obtained considering a Markov chain with
states. Plot (a) refers to map
(29)
plot (b) to the W-map
(30)
while plot (c) shows the approximated spectrum corre-
sponding to the bended up–down map. As it can be noticed
[plot (a)], the PFO of map (29) exhibits the isolated eigen-
value outside the disc of radius 1/3, while
the W-map10 [plot(b)] (30) and the bended up–down map
[plot (c)] (7) feature only the eigenvalue outside such
disk. Notice also that the computed approximated spectra
are of the kind shown in the sketch of Fig. 13.
This procedure is grounded by a recent result [74].
10By the very definition (24), it may be proven, similarly to the case of
the bended up–down map, that r =1 =3 for both maps (29) and (30).
Theorem 6: Let : be a piecewise map with
. Then the isolated eigenvalues of
the restriction of to outside the disk
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are ap-
proximated by eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvec-
tors of . The eigenvectors converge to the eigenfunctions
in the norm and the convergence rate is for
eigenvalues , where , while the
eigenvectorapproximatingtheinvariantdensity( )con-
verges like .
Notice that all the considered maps satisfy the conditions
ofTheorem6,whichguaranteestheconvergenceofthespec-
trum of to the spectrum of . As a consequence, one
can easily approximate the rate of mixing of map (29) with
, while for the W-map one
may deduce that . As far as map (7)
is concerned, from plot (c) one would be tempted to con-
clude that , while the mere application
of Theorem 6 would allow us simply to guess that
. Nevertheless, stricter bounds on can be obtained
by applying Theorem 6 to the -iterate of the map for which
, while the corre-
sponding essential spectral radius is .
Finally, it is important to underline the advantages of the
proposed Markov-chain-based procedures with respect to
the simple brute-force extraction of statistical features from
very long trajectories. The asymptotic behavior of a Markov
model of the maps dynamics via some coarse-graining can
be computed exactly, and is completely free from transient
effects or from problems linked to the choice of a nontyp-
ical trajectory (as illustrated in Section III). Additionally,
computer roundoff which might be a problem in the gener-
ation of very long trajectories for some chaotic maps11 is
innocuous in the proposed procedure, since we need only
a single iterate of the map (to obtain the elements of )
11For instance any trajectory generated by iterating an n-way Bernoulli
shift M(x)=( nx) appears to converge to 0 in a finite time when-
ever the computation is performed on a binary digital architecture and n is
a power of 2.
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Markov coarse-graining method is often computationally
very efficient at producing better results in less time, as it
can be seen by comparing the plots of Figs. 14 and 5.
VI. STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PWAM MAPS
As we have seen in Section V, by means of a suitably in-
troduced Markov chain we can capture some of the essential
statisticalfeaturesofachaoticmap. Withthiswe may,forin-
stance, approximate the invariant density or the discrete part
of . The goal of this section is to introduce a particular
class of chaotic maps for which this approach allows us to
obtain an exact estimation of these statistically meaningful
quantities. Let us start with the following definition.
Definition 5: A map : is said to
be a PWAM map with respect to a given partition
if the intervals are such
that is affine on each and that for any couple of
indices and , either or .
The tent map is a PWAM map with respect to the parti-
tion and , while the -way
Bernoulli shift is a PWAM map with respect to the partition
set , . As further ex-
amples,additionalPWAMmapswithrespecttothelastparti-
tion,whichhavebeenrecentlywidelystudiedintheliterature
[16], [15], [9], [11], [12], [75] are the so-called -tailed
shifts, defined as
if
otherwise
(31)
for , and the -broken identities12
if
if
if .
(32)
Given a PWAM map, can now be used to denote the
space of simple functions associated to , whose basis is
. It is straightforward to show that is
invariant with respect to . With this, if we indicate as
the restriction of associated to the space [42], [7], we
may state the following theorem.
Theorem 7 (Adapted From [42]): If is the PFO of a
PWAM map : , then :
: .
12(n ￿ t)=2 is assumed to be an even and positive number.
In other terms, this theorem assures that every eigenvalue
of outofthediskofradius isalsoanisolatedeigen-
values of outside .13 What makes PWAM maps
particularly appealing from an applicative point of view, is
that the expression of can be straightforwardly com-
puted. Roughly speaking, any function may be ex-
pressed as an -dimensional vector with
respect to the basis . With this,
can be simply recast as , where is the kneading ma-
trix (26) when . In other terms, the kneading ma-
trix can be interpreted as the restriction of to . No-
tice also that since we are acting on , any PWAM map
will have a piecewise-constant invariant density, so that
, which guarantees the possibility to compute a
priori, i.e., without determining [7]. In other terms, for
PWAM map, the coarse-grained description in terms of an
associated Markov chain with transition matrix (27) gives a
way to exactly compute some statistical quantities for ,
such as and . The above discussion is formally con-
densed in the following theorem [7].
Theorem 8: Let be a mixing PWAM map with a
Markov partition . Then we have:
1) the set of eigenvalues such that
derived from coincide with the discrete part of the
spectrum of ;
2) if with is the
unique eigenvector such that , then
;
3) if is the eigenvalue of largest modulus of , then
.
Table 1 shows the matrix for the tent map, the -way
Bernoulli shift, the -tailed shift and the -broken
identity, as well as the corresponding spectrum and es-
sential radius . The size of the upper left block of is
forthe -tailedshift,whilethesizeoftheupper
left and central left blocks are and ,
respectively, for the -broken identity. For the last two
maps, it is also important to underline that the expression of
the second largest eigenvalue depends on both and and
can therefore be modified according to these design parame-
ters to achieve performance optimization of DS-CDMA sys-
tems [9], [11], [12].
By using the expression of reported in Table 1, one im-
mediately gets that for all the considered
maps, i.e., that for every .
Furthermore, by comparing the expression of
with , we may readily conclude that
for the tent map, while for the -way
Bernoulli shift. The -broken identities features
since and is
even. To compute for an -tailed shift, note that
sothattheminimumof isachieved
13Notice that there might also be eigenvalues of Pj inside the disk
of radius r which correspond to nonisolated eigenvalues in ￿ (P) and
isolatedeigenvaluesofPinside￿ (P)whicharenoteigenvaluesofPj
[42].
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Kneading Matrix, Relative Spectrum, and Essential Radius for the Tent Map, n-way
Bernoulli, (n; t)-tailed Shift, and (n; t)-broken Identity
when the points fall alternatively
in and in . With this,
(24) gives
so that depending on
the particular choice of and . From the above discussion,
it is also clear that another characteristic of the family of
-tailedshiftsand -brokenidentitiesistheirability
tofeatureakneadingmatrixwhosesecondlargesteigenvalue
moduluscan be made arbitrarily closeto anyreal valuein .
In fact, considering for instance the firstcase, givena desired
modulus ,if istheintegerclosestto then
is an approximation of whose accuracy
increases when . This feature is of great practical
importance, as it will be shown in Section IX.
Finally, for PWAM maps it is rather straightforward to de-
termine whether is exact (and, therefore, mixing and er-
godic). The method relies on the following theorem [7].
Theorem9: If isaPWAMmapanditskneadingmatrix
is primitive, i.e., an integer exists such that has no null
entry, then is exact.
With this it is immediate to determine that all the maps
whosekneadingmatricesarereportedinTable1are exact.In
fact, is itself full for the tent map and the -way Bernoulli
shift, while and have no null entry for an -tailed
shift and an -broken identity respectively.
VII. APPLICATION OF CHAOTIC SOURCES TO THE
GENERATION OF HIGH-EMC TIMING WAVEFORMS
The theoretical apparatus developed so far is already
sufficient to attack the optimization problem proposed in
Section II-A. Referring to Fig. 1, we now assume that the
discrete-time process responsible for producing the samples
is realized by an exact chaotic map .14 The available
degrees of freedom can accordingly be recast as the update
time and the shape of . In Section II-A, we have already
14M needs to be defined on [￿1, 1] and not on [0, 1] as in the preceding
sections. Everything remains obviously valid, introducing a trivial normal-
ization.
underlined how the statistics of the samples enters
the computation of through (2). Now we have basic
mathematical tools for passing from to the statistics of
. Hence, we can try to identify a direct tie between the
couple and , at least in some notable cases [50].
Two theorems are useful to this aim.
Theorem 10 (Low ): If the rate of mixing of the
chaotic map driving the FM modulator is made very low
( ), then the terms in (2) factor into a product
where the expectation must be evaluated with respect to the
of the chaotic map. Convergence is such that an analytical
expression for becomes derivable
(33)
where
(34)
Equations (33) and (34) are the same which would have been
obtained driving the FM modulator with a random source.
This result is a direct consequence of the decay of correla-
tions evidenced by (23). Through the expectation operators,
(33) ties the output spectrum to and invariant density
of , permitting to abstract from the particular map being
used. Observe that while (33) describes a relatively regular
behavior, the spectrum of can conversely be rather wild
when the rate of mixing is large. As an example, Fig. 16
shows a sequence of spectra obtained by considering maps
with very similar properties (notably the same invariant den-
sity), but progressively decreasing values. The conver-
gence to (33) is self evident.
Theorem 11 (Slow Modulations): If the update period
is made very large ( ), the influence of the terms
(2) on the spectrum of the chaotic-FM signal becomes
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Fig. 16. Convergence to the spectrum described in (33). Test conditions: ￿f =8 :5 MHz,
T =5 0ns. (a) Tent map with r =1 =2. (b) Second iterate of the tent map with and r =1 =4.
(c) Third iterate of the tent map with r =1 =8. (d) Theory from (33).
negligible. Convergence is such that an analytical expression
for becomes derivable
(35)
Let us briefly comment about the significance of the pre-
vious theorem. Equation (35) states that for slow modula-
tions, the chaotic-FM spectrum assumes the same shape as
. With this, since through the PFO and its discrete approxi-
mations we can design maps characterized by a preassigned
, the possibility of doing spectrum shaping on emerges.
Note that what actually counts for (35) to be valid is the
value of the modulation index , i.e., how large
is when compared to the inverse of the frequency devi-
ation. Typically, for greater than some units, there is al-
readygoodconformanceto(35).Onthecontrary,therelative
size of and the carrier period —which is an indica-
tion of the modulation stationarity—is absolutely irrelevant
to convergence.
Fig. 17 illustrates an example, reporting the spectrum of
a chaotic-FM signal obtained by driving the modulator with
the map in Fig. 3. In plot (a), reference case, MHz
and ns( ).Inplot(b), ismade20timeslarger
and is unchanged ( ): the spectrum assumes the
shape of the map invariant density (compare the graph with
Fig. 14).
Let us now focus on their application of theorems 10 and
11, to the determination of the spectrum of the clock ,i n
order to find a satisfactory solution to the power spreading
problem of Section II-A. As already mentioned, the PDS of
is made of replicas of , obtained in slightly different
conditions. Particularly, (1) shows that each replica is char-
acterized by a different modulation index, with a larger value
for those replicas which have a larger harmonic index .T o
have a good peak power reduction, must be made as flat
as possible for in every replica and thus for every modulation
index . A reasonable possibility is then to:
1) choose a few times larger than , so that the ap-
proximation expressed by Theorem 11 holds for every
spectral replica;
2) use a chaotic map with a uniform so that, through
Theorem 11 each PDS replica comes out shaped as an
almost rectangular (and thus peakless) chunk.
Fig. 18 shows some simulation results for this methodology.
The PDS in the plot is obtained using a four-way Bernoulli
shift as the source of the modulating signal and by taking
MHz, MHz and ns. As illus-
trated, the peak power reduction is about 18 dB with regard
to a square-wave clock.
For those cases where slow modulations might not be
acceptable, one can still rely on Theorem 10 to assure that
the clock PDS in each chunk conforms to (33) so that it is
smooth. This is clearly done by picking a chaotic map with
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Fig. 17. Convergence to the spectrum in (35). In (a) the
modulation index is 1; in (b) it is raised to 20.
Fig. 18. Spreading of the clock power: continuous line
chaotic-FM clock PDS; impulsive line: square-wave clock PDS.
a sufficiently low , as in the example above, where the
four-way Bernoulli shift ( ) has been used. As a
matter of fact, Theorem 10 is particularly interesting since
it states that, as long as we pick maps with a sufficiently
low , a high-EMC FM-based clock generator based on
a chaotic source can perform no worse than an equivalent
system based on a random source. In other words, since
chaotic sources are generally regarded to have a lower im-
plementation cost than aperiodic random sources, by using
chaos we secure an economic advantage at no performance
cost.
Having shown that chaos-based solutions can always per-
form up to the level of random-based solutions, one might
wonder if there are cases where chaos can perform better.
The answer is positive. As a matter of fact, if one considers
a random-FM clock generator, the selection of a particular
probability density for the random source does always uni-
vocally determine the PDS of all the replicas in the spec-
trum of .I f is low, we get replicas having different
shapes and not all of them can be simultaneously optimized.
Conversely, for a chaotic-FM clock generator, when is
low and is high, the probability density does univo-
cally determine only the spectrum of the high-order spectral
replicas, for which the modulation index is sufficiently high
and Theorem 11 holds. Using the high-order moments of the
chaotic source, one can still partially modify the PDS of the
low-order replicas, which can thus be optimized with some
degree of independence from the high-order ones. This may
enable chaos based solutions to outperform random based
ones whenever a designer is compelled to adopt small
values. The results of the first experimental attempts have
recently shown a peak power reduction as large as 2 dB [50].
VIII. ANY-ORDER EXPECTATIONS OF QUANTIZED
TRAJECTORIES GENERATED BY PWAM MAPS
AswehaveseeninSectionV,acoarse-graineddescription
of the map dynamics allows us to easily obtain an approxi-
mation of the spectrum of thePFO, and, in particular, of both
and . Abandoning formality for a moment, we may as-
cribe the inability of this methodology to yield exact results
to the fact that we try to extract a statistical description of
the system state evolution by focusing on the coarse-grained
dynamics associated to the evolution of whole partition sets,
i.e., that we neglect the dynamical behavior of the system
inside each of these sets. If we consider PWAM maps, the
methodology becomes exact, as shown in Section VI, but it
allows us to compute and the discrete part of only.
Applications exist, as we have seen in Section VII, for which
the mere determination of these quantities can give a suffi-
ciently precise description of the statistical behavior of the
chaotic source.
Nevertheless, for several signal processing and communi-
cation tasks [76], [6], [12], [14], including generation of op-
timal spreading sequences for DS-CDMA systems, even the
exact knowledge of and cannot be considered as en-
tirely satisfactory15 from an engineering point of view.
As a matter of fact, in this applications a performance
merit figure can be devised which depends on the (partial)
correlation among different map trajectories, so that using
(23) would simply yield to a (hopefully tight) performance
bound (see for instance [6], [10]). Onthe contrary, the ability
to compute the exact values of (22) would allow us to ana-
lytically express the same merit figure as a function of the
characteristics of , which is a necessary starting point for
any performance optimization procedure.
15We assume to be able to compute the constant ￿ in (23), which is, in
general a very difficult task. See [7] for examples of determination of ￿ for
a n-way Bernoulli and a (10, 1)-tailed shift.
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steps along with two possible trajectories and the values associated
to each of them.
To achieve such a result, we need to make a particular
choice of the observables in (23). In the following, we deal
with PWAM maps with a Markov partition , and we con-
sider only observables that are constant in (suitable unions
of) the intervals of . More specifically, we refer to observ-
ables whichquantizethestateatanygiventimestep and
which are finite-dimensional, i.e., we assume that the func-
tions : [0, 1] are constant in each of the intervals
of the Markov partition. We collect these values in the -di-
mensionalvector whichisdefinedsothat
. As an example, Fig. 19 shows the functions
, and , constant on each of the four interval of a parti-
tion of the state space. For the sake of generality, a different
quantization is adopted at different time steps and different
trajectories are associated to different values depending on
which intervals they visit.
In simple terms, our aim is to use the quantization to
somehow hide the dynamics inside suitably chosen unions
of the elements of the Markov partition of the map, so that
the Markov-chain based description of the system can yield
to exact analytical results. More specifically, we will see
that the finite and asymptotic properties of the correlation
between quantized trajectories do not depend on the whole
, but only on the spectral structure of , that, being a
finite matrix, can be analyzed (and to some extent designed)
by elementary linear algebraic manipulations.
Additionally, note that, for most of the signal processing
tasks where the statistical approach to chaotic maps has
already proven useful, a deeper analysis of system per-
formance requires the ability to compute higher order
correlation terms. Therefore, it is extremely interesting to
obtain an extension of the procedures considered so far, and
to devise a methodology for easily computing the high-order
statistical features of a chaotic process. Some related work
in this field can be traced back to [77], [4], [78] and in
particular to [79] where nonquantized trajectories produced
by piecewise-affine fully stretching maps are considered
and any-order correlation function involving polynomial
observables are analytically derived.
Following the more advanced approach reported in [11]
what we can show is the possibility to compute high-order
terms as functions of multi-index quantities, i.e., what we
need is to deal with more complex finite-dimensional tools
called tensors, instead of simple matrices. Since several
kinds of products can be defined among tensors, let us
introduce those that are useful to the following discussion
[80].
1) Inner Product: Given two -order tensors and
with identical index ranges, their inner product is
a scalar defined as
, where every index sweeps all its range.
The inner product is a commutative bilinear operator.
2) Outer Product: Given an -order tensor and an
-order tensor , their outer product is an
-order tensor such that
, where every index
sweeps all its range. The outer product is a noncom-
mutative, associative, and bilinear operator.
3) Chain Product: Given the -order tensor and the
-order tensor such that the range of the last index
of is the same of the first index of , their chain
product is an -order tensor so
that .
Thechainproductisnoncommutative,associative,and
bilinear.
The tensor products defined above enjoy few distributive
properties which are shortly recalled: for any three tensors
, , and whose index ranges make the equalities below
well defined, we have
Additionally, for any four tensors , , , and whose
indexrangesmaketheequalitiesbelowwelldefined,wehave
With this,we may now aim at computing the high-order
expectations in which we are interested.
The main theorem permitting such a step is stated and
formally proven in [11]. Here, we take a more intuitive,
bottom-up path and we start by deriving the second-order
correlation of quantized PWAM trajectories in terms of
the tensor algebra. As a byproduct, this also highlights the
effects of the quantization of the system trajectories. We
consider two instants and refer to an (at least)
mixing PWAM map with and where
for . Notice that in this case we easily get that
the unique eigenvector of corresponding to the unit
eigenvalue has so that also the sum of the column
entries of is always 1, i.e., is a doubly stochastic matrix.
Let us concentrateon (22) withtheparticular choice ofthe
observables introduced at the beginning of this section, i.e.,
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the trajectories of are generated with . With this,
we have that ,
where , i.e., the (quantized) chaotic sequences
generated by are second-order stationary [10]. Hence, we
may write
(36)
where the last equation holds thanks to the causality of the
system and implicitly defines a two-step PFO
such as
where .Thisoperatorcanbeappliedtotheprob-
ability density regulating the distribution of the points
to obtain the joint probability density of the random
vector . By exploiting the particular choice of the
observables, (36) can be recast as
where the integral term is nothing but the probability that
a trajectory starts in and falls in at time step
, and which, since , can be further expressed as
. With
this and noting that [7], [11]
we have
from which, by exploiting the property and by
collecting the values of the quantization at the different time
steps in the matrix , we finally obtain that
(37)
Let us briefly comment about the significance of (37).
Since (23) is generally valid, we have that for any choice of
the observables we are sure that is
bounded from above by an exponential function vanishing
at the rate . However, by choosing “quantizations” as
observables, we gain the ability to analytically compute the
second-order correlation term, and we find out that its rate of
decay is (often) strictly less than .
By following a similar approach and thanks to the adop-
tion of a tensor formalism, the result obtained above can be
generalized to the computation of generic -order expecta-
tions of the quantized trajectories [11]. In fact, we may as-
sume and consider a suitable generalization of the
PFO introduced in Section IV as stated in the following def-
inition.
Definition 6: For any map with invariant density , as-
sume . Consider integers
, set and define
(38)
From Definition 6, we get that :
canbeappliedtotheprobabilitydensity regulating
the distribution of to obtain the joint probability density
of the random vector .
With this, we obtain that the generic -order correlation
term can be expressed as
(39)
where theintegralterm, which representstheprobability that
a trajectory starts in and passes through at time step
, through at time step , etc., can be collected in an
-order tensor
(40)
which will be indicated as the symbolic dynamic tracking
tensor (SDTT) [11].
Note now that the terms for span-
ning the range , can be also compounded in the
-order tensor , and that
(41)
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maps and the quantizations are defined with respect to the
Markov partition , the SDTT can be factorized as
where the symbols represents the iterative application of
the chain-product that is associative.
Additionally, as long and all the intervals are
equal, we have that the one-step SDTT can be expressed as
the power of the kneading matrix, namely,
[11]. With this, the expression of the -order moment can
be recast as
(42)
Under the same assumptions that permit to factor the
SDTT, we also know [11] that if is primitive (as it is for
exact maps) a family of matrices exists such that
with exponentially vanishing as and
with . As a notable example [11],
[75], shifts from the -broken identity family are char-
acterized by a rather simple structure for . In fact, for
, one easily gets
(43)
where is the largest isolated eigenvalue of
and the size of the upper left block is , while
the size of the central left one is . Similarly, shifts
from the -tailed family enjoy a particular structure for
the matrices for [11]
(44)
where and the size of the upper left block
is .
With this and a few tensor algebra manipulations
exploiting the distributivity of the tensor products, we
may easily derive that any inner product of the kind
can be expressed as a weighted sum of
terms of the kind . For example, if
for , we may define the partial
inner product
(45)
in order to write
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . (46)
With this, to conclude the exemplification on how the
above theory can be applied to the analytical computation
of -order expectations, we need to express the generic
term in a closed form, which obviously
depends on the particular structure of the matrix . Refer-
ring for instance to the -tailed shift family, from the
block structure of we get that the value of the final
chain product is different if we start from either of the two
blocks, i.e., if or .
As every index for is the second
index of and the first index of , the value of
the final chain product is different if either ,
or . Finally,
from the block structure of , we get that the value of
the final chain product is different if either
or . This is the key issue for proving the
following theorem [11].
Theorem 12: Let .F o r
-tailed shifts [where ], we obtain
while for -broken identities [where ]w e
get
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tails. Here, it is enough to apply the above theorem to com-
pute (46) for second- and fourth-order expectations of tra-
jectories generated by an -tailed shift. More precisely,
specializing the general expression (46), we compute
Exploiting Theorem 12 and assuming a binary quantization,
i.e., setting for any ,w eh a v e
(47)
(48)
with . This result is of great use in the
following section.
IX. APPLICATIONS OF CHAOTIC SOURCES TO DS-CDMA
SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION
Here, we consider how the tools for computing high-order
expectations can lead to devise an optimization procedure
for DS-CDMA system performance. As mentioned in Sec-
tion II-B, the key to improve performance with regard to
conventional solutions consists in generating spreading se-
quences with prescribed statistical features. In the chaos-
based strategy (see, e.g., [6]) one sets and con-
sidersachaoticmap(8)whichisiterated timesstarting
from an initial condition which is randomly and indepen-
dentlydrawnforeachuser.Moreprecisely,forsequencegen-
eration we use -tailed shifts with binary quantization
so that (47) and (48) hold. Note that this model includes the
purely random case which is often taken as a reference case16
and which results in performances that are approximated by
theadoptionofclassicalmaximum-lengthorGoldsequences
(see e.g., [6]).
A. Performance Optimization in Nondispersive Channels
Once that an expression (6) for is given in terms of
the chaotic map adjustable parameters, we may think of
optimizing the system performance by maximizing . Let
us first refer to the simple case of a nondispersive channel
where and so that in (3).
Since we use chaos-based spreading sequences generated
16The random case is considered when the sequences are generated by an
n-wayBernoullishift,i.e.,an(n; 0)-tailedshift.Infact,employingthetools
introduced in this section it is easy to show that binary quantized sequences
generated by an n-way Bernoulli shift are independent.
by -tailed shifts, by using (47) and (48) the building
blocks of (5) can be expressed as
(49)
which directly appears in (5) for and and
(50)
which indirectly enters the computation [12]. With this and
by defining the auxiliary functions and
, one has
(51)
With this, one may compute by noting that in this case
,sothat(51)assumesthesignificanceofanex-
pected interference-to-signal ratio per interfering user, i.e.,
the expected degradation in system performance when a new
user is added. The above quantity can be minimized with
respect to , and this has in fact been done in the general
context of complex spreading sequences [9], [15]. Here, it is
enoughtorecallthatifallthesequencescanbeconsideredin-
dependent and if they are second-order stationary [10] then,
setting , the previous expression reaches a min-
imum given by
(52)
when the sequences are characterized by the following auto-
correlation profile:
(53)
Notice that (53) is real and with alternating-sign and can
be obtained means of a binary quantization, i.e., with
.17 Since, for any practical , (52) is
approximately 15% less than , which is the classical
merit figure for ideal random sequences, an appreciable
capacity improvement is demonstrated. Taking the meaning
17This is not the unique possibility. See [81] for additional details.
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of the term (51) into account, this practically means that
15% more users may be allocated in the system with no
additional cost, i.e., without altering its structure, by simply
modifying the spreading sequences. Notice also that for
the most significant values of , i.e.,
those with , (53) reduces approximately to .
Since for -tailed shifts (47) holds, for any given we
may set and choose as the integer closest
to , the accuracy being obviously improved as
. For example, for we may set and
obtain which is an approximation of
….
Fig. 20 shows (51) as a function of . The variance of
thecross-interferencetermduetoGoldandmaximum-length
sequences is also reported. Simulation points are reported
for and . Trivial visual inspection
is enough to verify the match between theoretical computa-
tion and actual data, as well as the improvement achievable
with chaos-based spreading. Notice also as the point corre-
sponding to a (10, 2)-tailed shift is rather close to the true
minimum of (51), as guaranteed by the above optimization
procedure.
B. Performance Optimization in Dispersive Channels
In the more general setting of a channel where multipath
is nonnegligible, we may use (50) and (49) to compute
(54)
while the expression of remains the same as (51) [9],
[12]. With the aim to fully ascertain the validity of the theory
in predicting and , we consider the same setting
as in the previous section.
Fig. 21 shows the self-interference term, , as a func-
tion of the channel dispersion with . The self-in-
terference grows with so that the best choice is given by
which is also approximately equal to what is given
by Gold and maximum-length sequences. Note also that the
channel dispersion decreases as increases, and that maps
withhigher arecharacterizedbyhighercorrelationbetween
symbols. The trends in Fig. 21 are therefore a consequence
of the inability of high- maps to cope with self-interference
concentrated intheimmediateneighborhood ofthemainray.
A similar trend [12] may be obtained by considering
as a function of the Rice factor with fixed to a typical
value. As before, maps characterized by a higher result in
a higher self-interference which nevertheless decreases as
is increased ( being the nonmultipath limit).
Note that, in general, there is a remarkably good match
between theory and numerical estimation.
Once analytical expressions are given for the key quan-
tities (51) and (54) in the signal-to-interference ratio ,a
straightforward design methodology to optimize the system
performance may be devised. To compare such optimal solu-
tions with the common reference case of purely random se-
quences, we also report the performance for (which
is also what a generalized Bernoulli map would give). In
Fig.22,thevalueof maximizing andtheresulting is
reported as a function of the channel dispersion for
and . The optimum increases as increases, i.e.,
as the self-interference concentrates on the second ray, op-
timization suggests the adoption of maps which are increas-
ingly good in breaking correlation as soon as possible. Opti-
mization for every value of obviously yields a which
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Fig. 22. Optimum ￿ and corresponding P as a function of B for U =8and U =1 0 .
isalwayslowerthanwiththeadoptionofclassicalsequences.
Similar results can be obtained also applying this optimiza-
tion procedure as a function of . In this case, one gets that
the greater the power of the secondary rays (i.e., the smaller
the )thelowertheoptimum tobreaktheself-interference
effects [12]. As increases, the gain over the reference case
increases,duetoa prevailingcontributeofcross-interference
in almost nonmultipath channels ( ). As shown in
[12],theapplicationoftheproceduredescribedsofarpermits
to obtain a performance increase in the order of 10%–15%
more allocable users for a given bandwidth and error rate.
X. CONCLUSION
One of the aims of this paper was to show that when one
looks for possible exploitations of chaos in engineering, a
whole class of potential applications does naturally emerge,
as long as one considers those signal processing tasks where:
1) performance is linked to statistical indexes;
2) the signal processing task needs to be sustained by a
excitation with prescribed statistical features.
The idea is clearly to use chaotic dynamical systems to gen-
eratesuchexcitation.Inthiswork,wefocusontwoparticular
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the synthesis of high-EMC clock signals and DS-CDMA
communication.
The second, but surely not secondary, aim of this work,
was to show which tools need to be applied to cover the dis-
tance from these potential applications to real ones, where
performance indexes are equivalent or even superior to those
achievable with more conventional signal processing tech-
niques. The key here is a statistical approach to discrete-time
nonlinear dynamical systems, which enables a complete
characterization of chaotic sources, as long as their output is
considered by means of appropriate observables. Although
exploited for dealing with the considered applications only,
the tools and methodologies that we have introduced are
fully general. Therefore, they can be applied to obtain an (at
least partial) solution to the problem of generating processes
with prescribed statistical features.
In our discussion of these two points, we have started by
giving an introductory overview of the set of tools which are
available to statistically describe the behavior of a chaotic
1-D map. Beginning from some heuristic remarks on the dis-
tribution of the state variable of a chaotic map on very long
trajectories,aformalapparatushasbeenintroduced,basedon
the PFO. With this, and by means of a suitable finite-dimen-
sional approximation of the PFO based on a Markov chain,
we have been able to easily approximate—or sometimes ex-
actly compute—the invariant density and the rate of mixing
of the map. For PWAM maps, the previous set of tools has
then been suitably generalized and specialized to permit the
explicit computation of any-order expectations of quantized
trajectories. To do so, a generalization of the PFO has been
introduced:itsquantizationrevealsthetensorstructureofthe
expectations.
This toolset has been used for the performance opti-
mization of the two mentioned applications. In the first
one, the basic statistical tools have been used to generate
high-EMC timing signals for digital applications. In the
second example, the advanced tools have been used to derive
the analytical forms of the cross- and self-interference terms
appearing in the performance evaluation of a chaos-based
DS-CDMA system (possibly affected by multipath propaga-
tion). The knowledge of such closed-form expressions has
been the key point to devise optimization procedures whose
adoption permits, in the case of nondispersive channels,
the allocation of 15% more users in the same bandwidth
for a given bit-error probability. Additionally, for the more
general case of a multipath channel, such an optimization
showsthat, when a givencommunication quality is assigned,
chaos-based DS-CDMA permits the allocation of a number
of users which is from 5% to 15% higher with conven-
tional spreading sequences. Even more advanced results
are available in [14], which shows that when an adaptive
rake-receiver is employed at the receiver side, we can use
the same set of tools to devise a joint optimization procedure
that simultaneously gives a good approximation of the
best sequence set and of the best receiver filter. Although
the application of such a procedure gives neither classical
random sequences nor classical rake taps, the corresponding
systems outperform conventional ones.
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